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FADE IN:

EXT. FARMLAND - SUNSET

The voice of a 7 year old girl, RUBY, is heard on screen

talking with a 4 year old EMERTON.

RUBY

The land of Esluna is much, much

prettier than our world. What do

you see? Are you by your window

yet?

EMERTON

I just see grass. And a man playing

in the grass.

A farmer tends to his crops.

RUBY

Well, in Esluna, there are oceans

as blue as the skies.

EMERTON

The sky isn’t blue.

RUBY

Well not right now, silly!

INT. EMERTON’S HOME - BEDROOM - SUNSET

Emerton, in his pjs, looks out at the sunset from his

bedroom window, dull and muted in color, while talking to

Ruby on his old radio.

RUBY

(RADIO)

In Esluna, Teddy is the hero!

EMERTON

Teddy? Your teddy bear?

RUBY

(RADIO)

Try to keep up! Yes. My teddy bear.

EMERTON

Your teddy bear can’t talk.
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INT. RUBY’S HOME - BEDROOM - SUNSET

Ruby, in pjs too, sits on her bed cross legged with an old

burning lamp on her bedside table and her teddy bear huddled

in her arms.

RUBY

Well not here he can’t! In Esluna,

he can.

EMERTON

(RADIO)

Your dad’s been there?...

RUBY

Of course he has! Guess how many

times?

EMERTON

(RADIO)

How many times?

RUBY

Ka-gillions of times! And he

brought back Teddy from Esluna.

Silence.

RUBY

Em? Em? Are you still there?

INT. EMERTON’S HOME - BEDROOM - SUNSET

Emerton looks out the window as a large BOMBER PLANE flies

overhead. Suddenly, in the distance, an explosion; the

distance dulls the sound.

RUBY

(RADIO)

Em!

Footsteps run up the stairs. ZAN, Emerton’s father, pulls

his son from the window.

ZAN

Block your ears son.

EMERTON

What’s happenin-
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ZAN

Do as I say!

Zan blocks Emerton’s ears and looks out: far off into the

horizon, a shock wave can be seen moving outward from the

blast... The wave makes contact with the distant houses,

shattering windows followed by screams.

The shock wave draws closer!

Zan covers Emerton with his body!

PWEEEEEEEE! The shock wave hits sending out a high pitch

frequency.

EMERTON

AHHH!

SMASH! The frequency sends shards of glass blasting towards

Zan and Emerton.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ruby hears the screams from her radio. Afraid, she calls

out.

RUBY

Dad! Dad!

TERRIC, 20s, runs into Ruby’s room.

RUBY

I was speaking to Em and...

Terric picks up the radio.

TERRIC

Zan! Zan!...

Only static and screaming can be heard before - ZWEEEEEE-

Radio silence.

EXT. FARHAVEN - EARLY MORNING

The sun beams in on the small harbour town. Mist rises off

the ocean floor and seagulls begin waking up.

We pan down to a small house on the corner of a cobble stone

road.
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INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - EARLY MORNING

Terric sits by an old broadcast radio and listens in. The

soft morning light beams into the room.

RADIO

The attack on the west has left a

echo dead zone. The area is

currently being evacuated yet it is

unknown how many have survived the

echo bomb.

A knock at the door.

The door opens to Zan holding Emerton in his arms; Zan has

blood bleeding from his ears.

TERRIC

Zan!

Terric helps Zan with his son; Zan collapses to the ground.

-Fade to Black-

EXT. FARHAVEN - AFTERNOON

Emerton, 14, runs through the street laughing. Ruby, 16,

runs, trying to keep up, behind him.

RUBY

Em! Slow down!

EMERTON

Hurry Ruby! We’ll miss it!

They get to the harbour port to see a celebration; military

battleships set sail as people cheer. The massive ships are

slowly towed by small boats out into sea. The large guns of

the battleships loom a shadow over the crowd.

EMERTON

Woah!

Emerton watches with childlike wonder as the shadow moves

across him.

EMERTON

I’m going to join them one day.

RUBY

Don’t say that.
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EMERTON

What, it’s true!

A soldier overhears. He kneels down next to Emerton.

SOLDIER

Hey kid, you wanna join the army,

huh?

Emerton nods.

SOLDIER

Here.

The solider puts his military cap on Emerton’s head.

**Directors note: The soldiers name tag reads Bataar**

EMERTON

Woah!

RUBY

He doesn’t want your hat.

Ruby removes the cap and shoves it back to the Soldier.

SOLDIER

Hey, sorry, Fun Dip. But the kid

and I were having a conversation.

RUBY

Let’s go, Em.

Ruby grabs Emerton’s hand and marches off.

EXT. FARHAVEN - STREET - AFTERNOON

Ruby and Emerton walk down the cobbled streets.

EMERTON

Ruby, let go! We didn’t get to see

all the ships sail...

Emerton pulls his hand from Ruby’s.

RUBY

Have you forgotten!? This war gave

you that hearing problem you have

there. And now you want to join

it!?
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EMERTON

I wanna go home...

RUBY

That’s the point! You can never go

back home because it’s an echo dead

zone which will last forever!

EMERTON

I meant our home! The one we have

now...

Ruby is caught up in her own head to see Emerton’s face;

clearly upset.

RUBY

What if the same thing happens

here? We will never be able to come

back here! That echo noise will

kill us all! Fighting does nothing

to help!

Ruby stops. Emerton sniffles.

RUBY

Look, I’m sorry. It was scary

when... I thought... I didn’t know

what was going to happen.

Ruby wipes a tear from Emerton’s cheek.

RUBY

I just wish...

EMERTON

I’m happy the bombs fell.

Ruby leans back and glares at her little cousin.

EMERTON

Because now we get to play

together! And you get to tell me

your dads stories of Esluna!

Ruby smiles.

RUBY

Lets get the groceries. Maybe my

dad will tell us the stories this

time.
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EMERTON

Okay, Fun Dip!

Ruby ruffles Emerton’s hair.

RUBY

Don’t call me that!

EMERTON

I like it when you tell the

stories.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - EVENING

The large cavernous basement is a makeshift science

workshop. Terric is at work on a small hydrolic device. Zan

wears an ear patch over one side.

ZAN

We can’t just let our kids go...

TERRIC

I’m just saying, do you really want

our children to grow up in a world

of war? All this fighting? The fear

for our lives every single moment

of every day?

ZAN

Of course not. But...

TERRIC

We will see them again.

ZAN

How do you know it works?

TERRIC

I’ve tested it. It works.

ZAN

The answer is still no, Terric.

TERRIC

Zan, listen to me, they will be in

a world without the fighting.

Without the-

ZAN

Terric. Enough. You’re my brother

and I love you but you can do what

you will with your own child. You

can’t control everything!
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TERRIC

But what if we could!?

ZAN

Stop!

The door upstairs is heard.

RUBY

(OS)

Uncle Zan? Dad?

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - EVENING

Their house is an invention wonderland. Filled with

different gadgets and strange mechanical toys. Zan comes out

from the basement.

RUBY

Uncle Zan.

ZAN

See the launching of the naval

ships?

Emerton gets excited for a second before looking to Ruby.

EMERTON

Yeah, it was okay.

RUBY

Dad?

ZAN

In the basement working.

RUBY

I’ll prepare the food.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - KITCHEN - EVENING

Ruby chops the vegetables. Zan stirs the pot. Ruby places

the chopped veggies into the pot. The broth is stirred.

EXT. SKY - EVENING

A bomber plane flies through the sky. The echo bomb on its

bottom rattles. It releases.
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INT. RUBY’S HOME - KITCHEN - EVENING

Ruby stares out the window to see flashes of light in the

distance.

ZAN

I wouldn’t worry. Those are far

off.

Ruby’s hands tremble.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - KITCHEN - SUNSET - LATER

The three sit at the table. Ruby stares at her fathers empty

chair. Emerton sips his warm stew.

EMERTON

Hey Fun Dip, why aren’t you eating?

ZAN

Fun Dip?

Ruby hits the table and keeps focus at her dads empty

seat. (beat)

ZAN

Your father’s under a lot of

pressure right now, Ruby.

Ruby storms off.

Emerton watches her walk away then turns back to his

farther.

EMERTON

She really doesn’t like being

called ’fun dip.’

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Ruby lies awake with Emerton sleeping on the other bed.

Terric steps into the room.

TERRIC

Zan told me... Your stew was good.

RUBY

I told Emerton you’d tell us

stories of Esluna.
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TERRIC

You’ve been doing such a great job

at telling those stories...

Ruby turns away.

TERRIC

Hey, I have something to show you.

Terric shows Ruby an orb. Ruby, still mad, looks at him.

RUBY

Another one of your inventions?

Terric slowly lifts his other hand and the orb begins to

float; bending to his will.

RUBY

How?...

TERRIC

Here, you try.

Terric sits the orb on her bed. He pulls out a coin.

TERRIC

Don’t focus on the orb. Imagine an

extension of your arm. Imagine

grabbing this coin and pulling it

out from my fingers.

Ruby tries. Zan watches from the doorway.

TERRIC

You’re focused too much on the orb.

Ignore it and imagine reaching out.

Ruby focuses. The orb begins to lift and move towards the

coin.

TERRIC

See! You’re in control!

Ruby pulls and the orb magnetically zaps the coin to it.

Terric turns his head slightly to Zan.

TERRIC

We can be in full, and utter

control.
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INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The basement light can be seen as Terric continues to work.

Zan washes the dishes.

He pauses as a sound slowly fades in. He turns off the tap.

A plane. A bomber. He knows the sound.

ZAN

Terric!

Boom! A flash of light in the town through the window can be

seen.

Zan opens the basement door.

ZAN

Terric!

Zan runs up the stairs to the kids.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Zan grabs Emerton. The room begins to rattle.

RUBY

My father?

ZAN

With me, quick!

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

The blast hits their home and pushes them against the wall

as they’re moving down the stairs. Zan is steadfast and

holding onto Emerton. The frequency hits.

RUBY

Ahhh!

Ruby covers her ears. It’s deafening. She follows Zan into

the basement.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - NIGHT

Ruby looses balance.

RUBY

Zan!
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Terric grabs Ruby’s hand. They head down the stairs.

Terric places headphones on Ruby and the Emerton. He himself

is wearing the same pair.

Terric opens a large vault door.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - NIGHT

In the vault, are large pod like objects; Monoliths. Terric

looks to Zan. He wipes the tears from his cheeks and nods

back to Terric.

Steam wisps out from the Monolith.

Zan gives a tight squeeze to his son.

ZAN

I love you.

RUBY

Dad, what’s happening!

Emerton is placed in the Monolith and the doors close.

RUBY

What are you doing!?

Terric pulls Ruby’s hand towards a second Monolith.

Ruby looks back to a brilliant light that fills the

Monolith. Terric swings Ruby around to the second Monolith.

TERRIC

Ruby! Here!

He moves Ruby into the Monolith.

TERRIC

Look after Em! You’ll see him on

the other side.

RUBY

Dad?

TERRIC

I love you.

RUBY

What?

The Monolith seals its glass casing.
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TERRIC

We’ll see you soon.

Ruby hits the glass.

RUBY

Dad! No!

The blinding light fills-

EXT. FIELD - DAY

Ruby punches the glass right before the Monolith glass doors

open. She falls forward onto the grass as a mass of steam

spills out with her. The skies are a bright blue. A

waterfall can be heard in the distance. The grass rustles in

the winds.

Ruby turns back to the steaming Monolith.

RUBY

Send me back!

Ruby hits the sides of the Monolith for a switch but can’t

seem to make it work.

RUBY

Please! No...

Ruby falls to her knees.

RUBY

Em...

She spins around.

RUBY

Em! Emerton!

The grassy field is vast. All that can be heard is the wind.

Suddenly, in the distance; a whizz... getting louder; a

plane!

Ruby looks to the sky!

RUBY

Hey! Down here!

The airship, futuristic in nature, hovers down towards her.

RUBY

Help!
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The airship lands. It’s bay doors open. Three men in golden

armour, like knights (Clerics), march out. They are being

lead by a woman in a white cape, Idena.

RUBY

I need help!

IDENA

Just as the scriptures foretold.

RUBY

What?

Idena raises her hand. Light, hues of purple and green (like

an aurora), forms around Ruby. She rises off the ground.

Ruby struggles but she can’t get free.

IDENA

I thought the child of god would be

more of a challenge.

Suddenly a blast blows debris; barley missing Idena and her

Clerics. Idena looks up at an attacking airship - airship

Kibia.

Kibia rapidly fires. Idena raises her hand directly to the

gunfire. Forms of light create a sphere around her. The

gunfire is diffused through the sphere-like shield.

Ruby drops to the ground. She looks up at Idena, distracted

by the attacking ship. Ruby runs.

Idena spots her taking off.

IDENA

Get her!

The Clerics run after her.

Another blast and Idena’s ship blows. Idena goes flying.

Ruby runs through the field. The Clerics are right behind

her.

Airship Kibia hovers overhead and down to her side. The

doors open. Ruby’s teddy bear, alive and decked out with a

mechanical arm yells to her.

TEDDY

Get inside! Quick!

Teddy pulls out a hand canon and blasts it at the Clerics

behind Ruby.

Ruby jumps on board.
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INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Teddy yells to the cabin.

TEDDY

Taker her up!

EXT. FIELD - DAY

Idena picks herself up amongst the flaming wreckage of her

ship. She turns to the skies to see Kibia making its escape.

The Clerics arrive back at her position.

IDENA

I want her found!

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Ruby stares at Teddy.

RUBY

Teddy... I can’t~

TEDDY

The names Miito, kid. And that

there is Roko.

Miito points to the cockpit. Roko wearing aviator shades,

19, gives them a thumbs up.

RUBY

it’s real... My dad must have

actually come here before... I

thought he...

MIITO

Your paps has. And we need him

back.

RUBY

I need to get back. I couldn’t get

that capsule to work!

MIITO

Capsule?... The monolith?

Ruby is still in shock.

RUBY

Em...

Miito turns to Roko.
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MIITO

I have no idea what she’s yabbering

on about here.

RUBY

Emerton! My cousin. He’s here! Are

there more monoliths?

MIITO

They’re scattered all around the

world kid.

RUBY

We need to find my cousin.

MIITO

What we need to do, is get you to

safety. Crazy Idena and her Clerics

want you dead.

RUBY

Who the hell is Idena?

MIITO

She’s the current ruler of Esluna,

young one.

Ruby looks out the window.

RUBY

Esluna...

The incredible sight of valleys and forests can be seen.

MIITO

Yeah, welcome and all. Now buckle

up.

EXT. FIELD - DAY

A battleship lands; battleship Valkyrie. The doors open and

Idena and her Clerics march on board.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - SAME

A young man, Flinn, greats his sister.

FLINN

Well look who called. My little

sister needs my help. Looks like

your assassination attempt failed.
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Idena removes her armour.

FLINN

I mean, no one could blame ya. She

is the child of god. Far more

powerful-

IDENA

Father gave me the title of ruler

and I won’t let anyone take it from

me.

FLINN

Yeah, he only gave you that title

because I declined it. He had no

faith in you as ru - HRGG~

Idena grabs Flinn’s throat with her powers.

IDENA

I will not let some brat lecture

me.

Flinn falls to his knees.

IDENA

This world is mine! Nobody, not

even the child of god, will take it

from me!

She lets him go. Flinn coughs.

FLINN

Yeah? What happens when the maker

comes back to find that you’ve

killed his daughter. We’re Clerics.

The protectors of his child.

IDENA

Only she has the power to bring him

back, which is why she needs to go.

FLINN

The prophecy foresaw her coming. It

tells of his coming soon after.

IDENA

No prophecy controls us. We take

control! Can you track her or not?

FLINN

Yes.
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IDENA

Good. We’re taking off.

FLINN

My ship, I give the orders!

IDENA

Not anymore.

Idena steps to the bridge.

Flinn, on his knees, stares at himself in the mirror. With a

clench of his fist, he smashes his own reflection.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - EVENING

Terric and Zan wear their headphones. They both speak

through a mic system that’s connected. The frequency from

the bombs can still be heard ringing.

TERRIC

They’re safe.

ZAN

I know... I just...

TERRIC

Zan. We’ve still got work to do.

Are you with me?

Zan looks at the vaults doors, then back to Terric.

ZAN

What next.

TERRIC

We stop this war. Then bring back

our children.

EXT. OCEAN - EVENING

Airship Kibia flies over a vast blue ocean.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - EVENING

Roko pilots the ship as Miito sits in the passenger seat.

Ruby sits behind them in the cabin.
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RUBY

We need to find my cousin, please.

MIITO

The Monastery.

RUBY

That’s where we’ll find him?

MIITO

That’s where you need to be.

RUBY

Why?

ROKO

For the child of god, you seem to

know very little, huh?

RUBY

My father is an inventor. He’s no

god.

ROKO

Hey, he’s known as the creator.

MIITO

Roko...

ROKO

He has a pretty harsh hand on our

people. Maybe let him know to

lighten up a bit.

MIITO

Enough.

RUBY

He’s not a god.

ROKO

You sure about that?

Roko points his eyes to the window. Ruby --slowly-- stands.

She moves forward towards the window, unable to believe her

eyes. She stares out at the magnificent sight.
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EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SUNSET

Airship Kibia flies towards the towering city of Zora. A

statue, as tall as a mountain, has been carved out of white

rock -- a statue of Terric. Branching out from the statue is

a city built of stone and glass.

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SKYPORT - SUNSET

The top of Terric’s statue is bathed in golden light and

clouds as Airship Kibia descends to a port.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - SUNSET

RUBY

Is this the Monastery?...

MIITO

This is the City of Zora. It’s a

cleric-run city. Best you stay put

and outta sight.

Roko makes his way out the bay doors.

RUBY

Why are they after me?

ROKO

It’s that crazy Idena.

MIITO

Idena wants to keep control. Once

you bring your father back here,

she is no longer in rule of Esluna.

The bay doors open.

MIITO

Fuel her up Roko.

ROKO

There’s a chance our debit won’t

work here.

MIITO

Then we make a break for it.

Ruby can’t help but make her way to the bay doors.
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MIITO

Curfew’s up soon so you stay put.

Outside, airships fly overhead and pilots repair their ships

on the port.

Beyond, a market place for food and parts. Ruby can’t help

but step out of the ship.

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SKYPORT - SUNSET

Roko hinges a fuel pipe in place on the side of the ship.

Ruby wonders onto the port.

MIITO

Hey, kid! (under his breath)

Did she not understand what I just

said?

Ruby looks up at the buildings. A large vessel flies

overhead with a glass floor, a ballroom with people dancing.

The lights of the city sequentially flare on. It illuminates

the white clean curves of the city in beautiful blue light.

On the edge of the port, the ocean. The sun sets beneath the

horizon.

Ruby watches as Miito steps to her side.

RUBY

It’s more beautiful than I ever

imagined.

(beat)

RUBY

I get my father back here, we find

Emerton, then go home.

Miito turns to Ruby.

RUBY

How do I get my father back here?

Miito leans in.

MIITO

I’ll show you.
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EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SUNKEN VILLAGE - NIGHT - TRAVELING

Below the city, lies narrow twisted alleyways of old store

fronts made of redbrick; a dark contrast to the white

glimmering city above.

Miito and Ruby make their way down the alleys and

staircases.

MIITO

This is an old part of the city.

Most of its foundations are here.

It’s funny, most don’t even know of

its existence. Only those seeking

sanctuary from the Clerics will

dare come down here.

RUBY

And we’re here to hide?

MIITO

The sunken village is home to the

monks. They protect what little

historic artifacts. There is also a

place, that only you may enter.

RUBY

Why are you helping me?

MIITO

Your father.

RUBY

You’ve met him?

MIITO

Met him? He created me.

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SUNKEN VILLAGE - MONASTERY - NIGHT

A large monastery is carved into the mountain side, like

Petra in Jordan.

Ruby stares up at the towering entrance as they enter.

INT. MONASTERY - NIGHT

The entire monastery is lit with candle light and lanterns.

A group of monks greet the pair -- bowing at the presence of

Ruby.
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INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - MEDITATION CHAMBER - NIGHT

Flinn sits in the center of a large oval shaped room. The

colors from the scene before flicker on the walls. Dark hues

of brown with hints of candle light.

FLINN

Bataar...

Flinn hits the ground. Sweat pours from his face.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - NIGHT

Flinn enters the bridge. Idena stands in command as the ship

flies over a vast night ocean.

FLINN

I wasn’t able to track them but I

found Bataar.

IDENA

That mercenary is none of my

concern.

FLINN

He’s a wanted felon!

IDENA

Your obsession with this merc has

gotten tiresome.

FLINN

I can still find them.

IDENA

My faith in you has diminished a

long time ago.

FLINN

How else will you track them!?

IDENA

They’re in the city of Zora.

FLINN

How did you--

Idena turns to your second in command Cleric.

SECOND

Unregistered debit was used there.

Same debit used by Roko. A

(MORE)
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SECOND (cont’d)
scavenger and also the child

helping them. Roko has known ties

to Miito, the creators guar--

IDENA

Thank you. That will be all.

FLINN

So, it appears you don’t really

need my help, huh.

IDENA

So it would seem.

Idena walks out.

FLINN

(under his breath)

I did just come and rescue you, not

to mention give you my entire

battle cruiser and crew.

EXT. FARHAVEN - EARLY MORNING

Terric and Zan stand at the bomb site with headphones on.

The resonance of the frequency can still be heard. The

forsaken city of Farhaven is desolate.

In the center of the bomb sight, a large disc object;

another Terric invention. Surrounding it are orbs just like

the orbs Terric had with Ruby.

Terric speaks into his mic.

TERRIC

Zan, ready?

Zan nods.

TERRIC

Remember, ignore the orbs. Focus.

The two lift their arms up in synchronization and the orbs

begin to move towards the disk.

The orbs slide under the disk.

With a lifting motion, the orbs lift the disk into the air.

TERRIC

You got it?
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ZAN

I got it.

Terric reaches into his coat. He removes a trigger. He flips

the switch on the trigger.

The propellers activate below the disk. They spin faster and

faster. The disk begins to lift on its own.

TERRIC

Phase one complete. Release.

Zan slowly lets go, causing the orbs float down. The disc

hovers in the air.

TERRIC

Initiating Phase Two.

Terric flips another switch on the trigger.

The disk releases steam from the vents and they begin to

activate. An ultra sonic sound blasts out from the disc. Zan

ducks.

Zan looks to Terric. Terric slowly pulls off his headphones.

-- He opens his eyes - the frequency is gone.

Terric smiles.

TERRIC

It worked...

Zan pulls off his headphones -- a smile.

ZAN

Ha! Hahaha! It worked! You did it!

TERRIC

We’re far from finished.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY

An empty house. Dust has built up on the windows. The

creaking floor planks are chilling.

Terric sits at the table in the kitchen. He stares at Ruby’s

stuffed Teddy bear.

Zan comes out of the basement.

ZAN

It’s ready.

Terric nods.
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INT. MONASTERY - EARLY MORNING

Ruby sleeps in a makeshift bed. She’s awoken by Miito.

MIITO

They’re ready for you.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - DAY

Terric and Zan walk down the basement stairs.

INT. MONASTERY - SANCTUARY - EARLY MORNING

Early morning light beams through the old stone pillars of

the sanctuary that leads to a large vault door. Rows of

Monks stand watching Ruby as she stares up at the large

vault doors.

MONK

It is said that only the child of

god may enter.

Ruby looks to the large vault.

RUBY

I don’t understand. How do I enter?

MONK

Only you would know.

Ruby steps closer to the door.

RUBY

I don’t know how...

MIITO

There must be something. Something

your dad must have told you.

Ruby touches the stone. Her fingers lead to the center where

a coin is embedded into the rock.

RUBY

The coin...

Ruby tries to pull the coin out. It can’t be moved.

She thinks for a moment.

RUBY

I don’t see any orbs...
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MIITO

Orbs?

RUBY

My dad had me grab a coin using

this orb...

Miito looks to the Monk. He shakes his head.

RUBY

(whispers)

Don’t focus on the orb...

Ruby takes a step back. She focuses for a second.

She lifts her hand. She imagines grabbing the coin. The coin

stays in its place. She begins to pull.

Faint light radiates from the coin as it begins to shakes.

--She pulls hard.

The sound of rock and gears are heard behind the door the

harder she pulls.

The coin eventually begins to move outward from the rock

releasing the mechanism. --The grinding of rock as the

doors open.

RUBY

ha!

The monk bows. Ruby looks to Miito.

MIITO

Only you can enter. You alone have

to do this.

INT. MONASTERY - VAULT - EARLY MORNING

The vault is a large tech facility taken over by nature.

Much like a underground cave; damp and covered in sediment.

In its center is a beam of light. Ruby steps towards the

light.

Suddenly a large monitor before her is activated. Terric

stands.

TERRIC

Is it working?

Ruby begins to tear up.

RUBY

Yes, dad! It’s working!
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TERRIC

Ruby, I’m sorry I had to leave you.

RUBY

Dad!...

Ruby touches the monitor.

TERRIC

But in order to ensure you can come

home to a place without war...

without the violence. It was the

only option. I hope dearly that you

and Emerton are doing well.

RUBY

Emerton... How do I find him!?

TERRIC

I have succeeded in the first step

in stopping this awful war...

RUBY

Dad...

TERRIC

I miss you more than you can ever

imagine... To find me, all you have

to do is go back home and look up.

Look up to the heavens.

RUBY

The heavens...

TERRIC

I will--

The transmission cuts off. Ruby’s hand on a vacant monitor.

RUBY

Dad...

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - DAY

Terric stands in front of a camera hooked up to a large

powered device. Zan tries to charge it up again. The power

drains away.

ZAN

The transmission is gone.

Terric nods. He rubs the tears from his face.
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TERRIC

Let’s continue.

Terric turns to the large mechanical device behind him. Zan

and Terric continue working on it.

INT. MONASTERY - SANCTUARY - MORNING

Ruby steps out.

MIITO

So? Where’s your father?

RUBY

All he said... was to find him, I

have to look to the heavens.

MIITO

The heavens?

RUBY

I thought you said you’d show me

how to bring him back here...

MIITO

This place was supposed to give you

the answers.

RUBY

The heavens? How is that an

answer!?

MIITO

I don’t know!

A shadow looms over them -- Outside, through the pillars;

battleship Valkyrie. Miito’s radio sounds off.

ROKO

(radio)

Uh... Miito, we’ve got company.

MIITO

I see it. Our debit must’ve not

worked. They didn’t say nothin’ to

buy themselves time.

Miito looks to Ruby

MIITO

We have to move! Now!
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ROKO

(radio)

What do you want me to do?

MIITO

Take off! Pick us up below!

ROKO

(radio)

Got it.

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SUNKEN VILLAGE - MONASTERY - MORNING

Ruby and Miito run out from the Monastery.

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - SUNKEN VILLAGE - MORNING

Ruby follows Miito down the narrow alleyways. The come out

to a cliff edge. Ruby stares down to the bottom as the ocean

crashes on the rocks. Miito to his radio.

MIITO

South side!

Airship Kibia glides into view. --It’s being attacked by

Cleric fighter ships.

ROKO

I can’t shake them without giving

away your position. Get topside.

MIITO

Got it.

Miito runs past Ruby up a mossy, cobbled staircase.

MIITO

This way!

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - MARKET - MORNING

Ruby and Miito exit from an abandoned tunnel and onto a

crowded market street. A Cleric spots them -- They begin to

run. He calls to his men and the group of Clerics run after

them pushing people aside.

In the skies, a Cleric fighter ship hovers overhead as it

follows Ruby and Miito running through the streets.

Miito and Ruby come to a dead end. They spin around as the

Clerics block their escape.
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RUBY

What now?

Miito loads his hand canon.

MIITO

We fight.

The Clerics part way for Flinn as he enters; clapping his

hands.

FLINN

It’s a pleasure to meet the child

of god. This is a rare occasion.

RUBY

I’m not the child of god!

Flinn stops in his tracks. He senses something... someone.

FLINN

No...

Flinn gives the order to his men. Before the Clerics have a

chance to attack, a man in a cloak and glasses drops down.

He turns his head slightly to Ruby. His eyes are familiar --

RUBY

Zan...?

FLINN

Bataar!

BATAAR

Still taking orders from your

little sister, Flinn.

Flinn tightens his grip.

BATAAR

Let them go and I’ll come quietly.

FLINN

For a wanted cheat, felon and

disgrace of a merc, you’re really

going out of your way for a couple

of traitors.

BATAAR

We tend to stick together like

that. It’s me or nothing, Flinn.
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FLINN

How bout’ I take both of you.

The Clerics attack but Bataar is able to take them down with

ease. Flinn uses his powers to fire a wave towards Bataar.

Bataar counters and uses his abilities to blow Flinn back --

A light show of magic between the two fighters.

Bataar turns to Ruby and Miito. With a wave of his hand --

the wall behind them unfolds like a block puzzle unzipping.

BATAAR

Go! Now!

Miito pulls Ruby.

RUBY

We have to help him!

MIITO

He seems to be doing well without

our help.

ROKO

(radio)

I’ve lost the fleet. They must know

your location! They’re heading your

way. Get out of there, fast!

MIITO

Working on it!

The Cleric fighter ship above them fires on Bataar.

Ruby looks up. She turns to a pipe on the wall and begins to

climb the side of the building. Miito turns back to see her.

MIITO

Hey! Does this kid never listen?

Flinn attacks Bataar from behind.

Above, the cleric fighter ship attempts to target Bataar.

Ruby gets to the roof. She picks up a rock and throws it

into the ships engines.

BOOM -- the engines blow. The ship begins to spin

uncontrollably.

RUBY

Look out!

Bataar leaps out the way. The fighter ship crashes right

over top of Flinn.
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Flames engulf the little alley. Bataar gets back up and

looks through the wreck. Flinn stands on the other side;

unscathed.

BATAAR

We best be going!

MIITO

Kid! C’mon!

Flinn begins to wave his arms. The fire bends to his will

and slowly extinguishes.

The three run out from the alley.

Flinn pulls the cover off the fighter ship to check on the

pilot. Flinn uses his radio.

FLINN

Approach with caution. Bataar is

with them.

Flinn grins. He loves the chase.

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - CITY SQUARE - MORNING

The three run -- a Cleric Fighter ship moves into position.

It’s turrets fire -- bullets send debris of brick up.

Another fighter ship swoops down in front, stopping them in

their tracks as they cover their faces from the dust.

The turrets aim directly at them.

BOOM! The fighter ship is hit. Ruby watches-- It spins out

of control plummeting into the ground. Above, Airship Kibia

parts the smoke as it zips by.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - MORNING

ROKO

Wahooo!

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - CITY SQUARE - MORNING

MIITO

Let’s go!

The trio run towards Kibia as it swoops down in an open

square.

Miito opens the doors to Kibia.
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Roko shouts to them from the Cabin.

ROKO

C’mon, let’s get a move on!

Ruby and Bataar hop on board.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - MORNING

MIITO

Go!

Roko maneuvers the ship out of the city. The doors are open

as air flutters through. Bataar stares out.

ROKO

We’re not out of the woods yet!

MIITO

Hold onto something!

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - ABOVE - MORNING

Airship Kibia swoops past tall towers as three Cleric

fighter ships follow close behind. Their turrets fire.

Kibia glides and spins as the bullets whiz by.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - MORNING

MIITO

Do the fancy!

ROKO

Now? You hate the fancy!

MIITO

I’ll make an exception!

ROKO

Prepare to loose your stomachs!

MIITO

By that, he means hold on tight!

RUBY

What?

The ship takes a sharp dive!
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RUBY

Woah!

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - ABOVE - MORNING

Airship Kibia dives directly into the city passing rooftops.

The three fighter ships follow close behind.

Kibia lifts at the last minute and glides through the narrow

alleys of the city followed directly by the fighter ships.

Closing in on a dead end-- At the very last minute, it spins

upwards sending one Cleric ships crashing into the building.

Kibia spins up into the air followed by the other two

fighter ships.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - MORNING

The passengers all spin. Miito grabs his mouth.

RUBY

That’s it?

ROKO

They’re better than I thought!

EXT. CITY OF ZORA - ABOVE - MORNING

Kibia loops around coming out of the spin. The pursuers

fire!

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - MORNING

ROKO

Shall I do the fancy again?!

Bataar looks back out. He focuses -- with a wave of his hand

-- one Cleric fighter ship looses control and crashes into

the other.

BATAAR

No need. You did it.

ROKO

Ha! I did it! You all saw that

right? I did it.

Bataar gives Roko a look. Miito gags.
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ROKO

Hey, it wasn’t that bad.

RUBY

Haha, we should go again!

Miito hurls over.

ROKO

You’re artificial. How are you

puking right now?

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - MORNING

Idena watches as the small airship Kibia flies off leaving

behind the smoke from their fallen pursuers.

CLERIC PILOT

Their ship is too fast for our

battle cruiser.

Flinn steps onto the bridge.

FLINN

Bataar’s with them.

IDENA

So it would seem.

FLINN

I can track him. I know his

presence.

SECOND

You’ve failed her highness before.

IDENA

Don’t do it again.

FLINN

Keep us within range of their ship.

I can track them.

Idena steps out. Her Second-in-Command pushes Flinn as he

passes.
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INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Miito does repairs on his mechanical arm. Bataar strokes his

beard and begins to light his pipe. Ruby stares intensely at

Bataar. -- Bataar glances back.

BATAAR

Remind you of somebody?

RUBY

My uncle Zan. But you’re not him.

MIITO

He’s a merc. Not to be trusted.

BATAAR

I’ve spent a lifetime searching for

you, Ruby. I mean you -- none of

you, any harm.

RUBY

You know me...

BATAAR

They call me Bataar. I’m here to

help. You’re looking for your

father.

RUBY

Yes, he told me that I will find

him in the heavens.

MIITO

Really, kid? I just said that he’s

not to be trusted.

RUBY

That there is Miito. And the pilot

over there is... um...

ROKO

Forgot my name haven’t you.

RUBY

It’s...

BATAAR

Roko. Scavenger.

ROKO

Good to see you again, Bataar.
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MIITO

Great, now that we have the

pleasantries out the way.

BATAAR

Your plan is to bring your father

back here.

MIITO

And stop that crazy tyrant.

RUBY

I need my fathers help to find my

cousin, Emerton.

Bataar strokes his beard.

BATAAR

There is a floating fortress in

Forbidden valley.

MIITO

A myth? You’re giving us a myth?

BATAAR

No myth. I’ve been there.

MIITO

Not even the Clerics will go there,

high rulers or their forefathers.

That place is cursed!

BATAAR

There’s a reason why they will not

enter that region. Once we’re

there, we no longer have our

abilities. Which is how the a rumor

of a curse spread.

MIITO

What’s there?

BATAAR

Her fathers monolith.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - EARLY MORNING

Terric stands by an empty monolith. Zan enters.

ZAN

Don’t tell me you’re ready to go in

there.
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TERRIC

Soon.

Terric and Zan exit out the vault and into:

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - EARLY MORNING

The lab is filled with scientists working on a large

mechanical generator. The lab seems bigger as caverns have

been dug out from all around it.

A science officer approaches Terric.

SCIENCE OFFICER

The generator stabilizes at 15 - 32

decibels.

TERRIC

We need to do better.

SCIENCE OFFICER

I don’t think...

TERRIC

Either you get it working, or you

can leave.

ZAN

Terric.

TERRIC

There is a war going on. This world

inhabitable with the echo bombs.

How much longer do you think we can

wait until all of humanity is wiped

out?

ZAN

They’re doing the best they can.

SCIENCE OFFICER

We’ll do better.

Terric nods.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - EARLY MORNING

Terric sits in his sofa. He leans forward to turn on the

radio. A hand stops him. Terric looks up at Frey, mid 30’s,

pregnant.
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FREY

You know how stressed out you get

when you listen to those

broadcasts.

Terric grunts.

FREY

Hey, I have faith in you and your

brother.

Zan steps up from the basement.

ZAN

My wife not giving you any troubles

is she?

FREY

I’ll let you boys talk.

Frey kisses Zan on the cheek as he touches her belly. She

steps into the kitchen -- Zan comes over to Terric. Terric,

angry, stands to meet Zan eye to eye.

TERRIC

Don’t ever undermine me in front of

them again.

ZAN

You’re being too hard on them.

TERRIC

I gave these people a safe haven!

This is the only city that’s safe

from the echo! I own them! They

need to be pushed!

Zan takes a step back -- he can’t recognize his brother.

TERRIC

Don’t you understand!? The only way

I can see my daughter again is when

this war ends!

ZAN

Don’t you think I know that? I want

to see my son...

TERRIC

Do you?

Terric looks at Frey standing, listening, while holding her

belly.
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TERRIC

You may have given up on seeing

your son, but don’t you dare assume

that I have--

ZAN

I have been by your side. Don’t you

use Emerton’s name to justify your

actions. Or your daughters for that

matter.

Zan turns away from Terric.

EXT. OCEAN - EVENING

Airship Kibia flies over the aqua blue ocean towards a small

tropical island. On the island is a small modest temple.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - EVENING

The ship rattles as it lands.

BATAAR

Tomorrow morning, we’ll head to the

entrance way in the cove.

MIITO

Which will bring us where exactly?

BATAAR

A ship that can take us to the

fortress.

MIITO

And this one ain’t good enough?

BATAAR

We’ll get food and supplies.

Tomorrow, first light, we’ll be on

our way.

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - EVENING

A young girl, Yoki (6 years old) stands bold with her

mechanical leg, watching the ship land. Dust and grass

blows; Yoki covers her eyes.

Ruby and Miito exit first -- Bataar close behind.

The sight of Bataar sends Yoki running towards them.
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YOKI

Bataar!

Bataar gets a bear hug from Yoki, almost causing him to fall

over.

BATAAR

Hello there, youngling. Haven’t had

this big of a greeting since I got

you your pet frog.

YOKI

Kneela is right here.

Yoki pulls a toad out of her jacket. Ruby pulls an ew face.

BATAAR

This little one here is Yoki.

Yoki shoves the frog into Ruby’s face.

YOKI

And this is Kneela.

RUBY

Um... hello...

MIITO

Let’s get one thing clear, we’re

here for food and rest, then we’re

on our way.

YOKI

Who’s the grouchy teddy bear?

RUBY

You’ll get used to him.

YOKI

Is this her?

BATAAR

Now, be nice, Yoki.

Yoki stomps on the ground in a commanding pose --

YOKI

Took you long enough to get here!

Ruby stomps back to Yoki --
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RUBY

Hey! I didn’t know I was supposed

to be here!

MIITO

Who’s the grouchy one now?

Ruby turns to Miito steaming.

MIITO

Just sayin’...

BATAAR

Come. You can meet this little ones

grandparents, Bo and Yersa.

YOKI

They’re the opposite of grouchy!

Ruby pulls a face at Yoki. Yoki squints at Ruby. Ruby reacts

with a ’what?’ expression.

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - OUTDOOR KITCHEN - SUNSET

The outdoor kitchen has hand made hooks for knives and

cutting boards, shelves of wire, and an old wood fire. A hot

stone stove fries eggs and ham. An old man, Bo (80s), dress

in monk garbs, scoops bowls of rice.

BO

Yoki, one for each of our guests.

Ruby steps into the thin bamboo roofed kitchen.

RUBY

Do you need any help?

BO

Oh I’m just fine. Now, it may not

be the most glamorous of meals, but

it sure will be tasty.

YOKI

He’s the best cook in Esluna!

BO

You’ll find that you can do a lot

with very little.

Bo smiles.
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RUBY

It sure smells delicious. We

couldn’t thank you enough.

BO

Oh, there is no need. We take care

of any weary travelers passing by.

RUBY

Well, it’s more than we could ever

ask for.

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - DINING AREA - SUNSET

Yoki brings in a couple of bowls with rice. At the stone

table, the rest of the crew is seated with an old lady,

Yersa (80s).

YERSA

When Bataar was here last, he

carved these bowls you’re about to

eat out of.

ROKO

Never took you for a handy man.

Ruby takes her seat at the table.

MIITO

Roko here would just scrounge

around a scrapyard for his

kitchenware.

BATAAR

Now, now. I know Roko to have a lot

more class than that.

MIITO

Yeah? He sure doesn’t show it.

ROKO

Hey now! I’ve managed to fit in

just fine when it comes to Royalty.

BATAAR

That’s right. The last time we

met... --Was it the king of Lanser

you were trying to swindle?

ROKO

That diamond bought the ship that

saved your lives.
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BATAAR

Indeed. I’m sure he doesn’t miss

not one bit of that diamond.

RUBY

Is there really such a divide

between the people living in this

world?

ROKO

The lord, your father, and his

followers, try to weed out the

weak, me, us. We’re considered a

disease that plagues this world.

RUBY

The weak, like the sick?

Yoki goes back and forth, bringing in bowls of rice.

BATAAR

To the Clerics and the High Ruler,

anyone who doesn’t follow the law

is considered weak, -- a lesser

person.

RUBY

That’s... That’s insane...

ROKO

Tell that to your father. He’s the

law maker.

RUBY

He would never let such a thing

happen!

BATAAR

Which is why, we need to bring him

back here. Set things right.

Bo steps in with a large platter of eggs, bacon and various

vegetables.

BO

Now, these vegetables were all

grown in our little garden by the

cove. Fresh and delicious. Please,

help yourselves.

RUBY

How have the Clerics found this

place?
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YERSA

This part of the world, the Clerics

are afraid to come. It’s considered

cursed lands.

BO

Many travelers come here to feel

free from the grasp of Cleric Law.

BATAAR

The floating fortress lies directly

above us. Which is why these lands

are feared. Idena, her brother,

their father before them, their

abilities are useless here. The

same goes for us and our abilities.

Ruby looks at her hand.

MIITO

Kid, stop yer yapping and eat

something.

They all eat and laugh as the sun sets beyond the horizon

(except for Miito -- He doesn’t need to eat).

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - BALCONY - NIGHT

Bataar smokes his pipe and stands watch under the luminous

tree lights. Ruby steps up towards him.

BATAAR

You need sleep.

RUBY

Couldn’t. Looks like I wasn’t the

only one.

BATAAR

Standing watch isn’t the same.

Ruby looks at her hands.

RUBY

How do I have these abilities?...

How do people here have these

powers?

BATAAR

The High Clerics have always

maintained control through

generations because of these

(MORE)
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BATAAR (cont’d)
powers. Idena, her brother, their

father before them, they all had

it. Its in their blood, passed

down, in their DNA. Your father has

it too, and so do you. You both are

strong with it. Even stronger than

they are.

RUBY

It explains why they think my

fathers a god. He’ll help set

things right here.

Bataar is silent.

RUBY

Yoki is your daughter then?

BATAAR

I kept her here so she’d be safe.

RUBY

And you left her to search for me?

BATAAR

I had to.

Ruby looks to the ground.

RUBY

My cousin is alone out there right

now. I left him alone...

Ruby begins to break down.

RUBY

I have no idea if he’s safe or

not...

Bataar places his hand on her shoulder.

BATAAR

One thing at a time.

Ruby wipes her tears.

BATAAR

Okay?

Ruby nods. Bataar smiles. (beat)
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BATAAR

Hmmm.

Ruby looks at him confused.

BATAAR

For someone who just found out she

has an ability of immeasurable

power, you sure don’t ask about how

to use it.

RUBY

I’ve seen what this power is used

for.

Bataar continues to look out into the night sky.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - MEDITATION CHAMBER - NIGHT

The lights from the scene before are the only light source

in the meditation room as Flinn sits cross-legged in the

center. He opens his eyes.

FLINN

Bataar... I found you.

EXT. FARHAVEN - DAY

An older Terric stands in front of his home. He holds a

trigger in hand.

He places a duffel bag into an old truck. He takes one last

look as the demolished city. Only his home is left standing.

The truck drives off.

EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF FARHAVEN - DAY

The truck stops on the dirt road. -- Terric gets out from

his truck.

He takes one deep breath in. He slowly sways his arms, With

one motion, he begins to lift. -- The earth begins to

vibrate beneath his feet.

Rocks shuffle around. Terric uses all his strength to lift.
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EXT. PLANETS ATMOSPHERE - DAY

The small landmass of Farhaven begins to rise from the

planet.

EXT. OUTSKIRTS OF FARHAVEN - DAY

Terric continues to lift.

TERRIC

Ahhh!

Terric pushes the landmass with, his house at its centre,

higher through the clouds.

He presses the trigger.

EXT. LANDMASS - DAY

Below the landmass, rocket propulsion boosters ignite!

INT. ZAN’S HOME - DAY

Zan and his wife take care of a new born baby -- They all

wear headphones.

The television is on -- a news broadcast about the war.

Suddenly, the channel flickers and Terric appears on screen.

TERRIC

(television)

Many of you have lived in fear from

this dreadful war. Many have lost

loved ones, family members,

brothers and sisters. All of you,

now live in the aftermath of bombs

that have caused an echo, a

frequency, a sound so vile, it has

killed millions. I am Terric

Brassen. And within seconds.

Terric flips a switch.

TERRIC

I can take that echo away.

Zan pulls off his headphones at the silence.
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EXT. NEWHAVEN - EVENING

Citizens watch a large screen in the town centre. They

remove their headphones at the silence.

EXT. MILITARY COMPOUND - MORNING

The soldiers remove their headphones and look up at the sky

as Terric presses the button.

INT. ZAN’S HOME - DAY

ZAN

He did it...

To the television.

TERRIC

I can take away this horrid memory

that has killed thousands,

millions, of the worlds population.

EXT. MILITARY COMPOUND - MORNING

On the television:

TERRIC

All that I ask... Is that the

armies, governments, militia of the

world, lay down their arms before

me.

The soldiers turn to a general.

GENERAL

He’s insane...

TERRIC

And if they are willing to do so, I

will permanently remove the echo

that has cursed our world.

Terric presses the button again. The frequency rapidly comes

back causing the soldier to block their ears in pain.
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EXT. NEWHAVEN - EVENING

The citizens block their ears!

INT. ZAN’S HOME - DAY

Zan places his headphones back on.

TERRIC

To the world leaders. The choice is

yours.

The broadcast ends.

Zan looks to his wife as she cradles their child.

INT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - BEDROOM - SUNRISE

Ruby is fast asleep. She rubs her eyes and sits herself up.

She looks around. The rest of the beds are empty besides

Roko who is still fast asleep and snoring.

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - SUNRISE

Ruby steps outside. Miito sits on the steps.

MIITO

Good. You’re awake. We’ve been

waiting.

RUBY

Where now?

MIITO

Follow the merc.

Ruby looks to the field and sees Bataar playing with Yoki

and her frog.

INT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - BEDROOM - SUNRISE

Miito kicks Roko awake.

ROKO

hey!

MIITO

Time to go, sleep head.
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EXT. COVE - MORNING

The forest grove has a river running down into the ground of

a cave entrance. Miito, Bataar, Roko, Yoki, Ruby and Yersa

stand at the entrance. The water rushes down like a

waterfall into the darkness.

BATAAR

We’ll head down one by one.

MIITO

Don’t be afraid Roko, it’s going to

be okay...

RUBY

It’s okay to be scared, Miito.

MIITO

I didn’t say I was afraid, Roko is

afraid. I’m not afraid.

YOKI

I’ll lead the way!

Little Yoki jumps down into the darkness. Bataar looks at

the three and smiles. He enters. -Splash! -Splash!

RUBY

Well... hear goes nothing.

Ruby jumps down.

RUBY

Ahhhh-

Splash!

MIITO

She’s dying! Roko, go in after her!

RUBY

(echo)

Hahahahaha

ROKO

Yes, sure sounds like death down

there.

RUBY

(echo)

Guys! You have to see this! Come on

down!
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Roko, expressionless, casually jumps in. Miito peers down

into the black. Splash!

ROKO

Hahahaha! Wahooo!

MIITO

I think the ship needs someone to

watch it while you guys do your

thing! I am going to stand watch!

Okay?!

YERSA

I need to get back to my garden.

Yersa pushes Miito in.

YERSA

You kids have fun.

INT. CAVE - MORNING

Miito glides down the rapids.

MIITO

I don’t want to die! AHHH!

INT. CAVERN - MORNING

Miito slides out and falls into a lake of water. He comes up

to see a cavern, streams of sunlight glide through the

openings in the top of the moss covered cave.

RUBY

Wasn’t that fun!

MIITO

Fun.

BATAAR

This way.

Bataar stands at an entrance deeper into the cave. He cracks

a tube that ignites with light.

Yoki is having trouble cracking her tube.

RUBY

Here.
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YOKI

I got it.

Miito swims to shore.

Yoki shamelessly gives the tube to Ruby. Ruby smiles and

cracks it for her.

BATAAR

And...

YOKI

Thank you, Child of god.

BATAAR

Her name.

YOKI

Ruby.

MIITO

Do I get one of those?

Bataar hands a tube to Miito. Miito has trouble cracking it.

Roko smirks at him - he’s enjoying watching him try.

MIITO

Here.

Roko cracks it for him.

MIITO

Now give it back.

Miito snatches it out of Roko’s hands.

INT. CAVERN - TUNNEL - EARLY MORNING

The tunnel is luminescent of pinks, blues and purples. The

five of them make their way through the tunnel system. Parts

of railing can be seen jutting out from the rock.

BATAAR

This used to be a facility. But

overtime, with the moister, most of

it has been covered in moss and

rock.

RUBY

Who built this place?
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BATAAR

Your father.

RUBY

This must have been millions of

years ago... Does time pass by

differently on my world than it

does here?

YOKI

I’m gonna live more than that.

MIITO

It’s not that great, kid.

RUBY

How old are you?

MIITO

I’ve been around for a while.

ROKO

He’s been around waiting for you.

YOKI

Everyone’s waiting for you.

RUBY

Yeah, rub it in will ya.

YOKI

I haven’t.

Ruby smiles.

INT. CAVERN - LAUNCH PAD - MORNING

They enter a large launch pad. Three rocket pads but only

two rockets.

YOKI

Dad and I went on the other

airship.

MIITO

I’ve never seen airships like

this...

The group follows Bataar up the rusting walkway. Ruby’s

hands shake.
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BATAAR

You feel it don’t you.

RUBY

Our abilities?

BATAAR

We’re no longer directly below the

fortress.

Bataar opens the hatch to the rocket.

BATAAR

Get on board. I need to initiate

the start-up sequence for take-off.

The group begins filing into the Rocket.

INT. CAVERN - LAUNCH PAD - CONTROL ROOM - MORNING

Bataar begins activating the sequence. Large cargo doors --

working on hydrolics -- open above the rockets.

INT. ROCKET - MORNING

Yoki directs them on how to fasten their seat belts.

YOKI

And this one, like this...

MIITO

Yeah! I got it!

Suddenly, the entire rocket begins to vibrate.

RUBY

What is that? Is that normal?

INT. CAVERN - LAUNCH PAD - CONTROL ROOM - MORNING

Bataar looks up out the cargo doors; Battleship Valkyrie

looms overhead.

INT. ROCKET - MORNING

Bataar enters the rocket.
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RUBY

Bataar! What was that?

BATAAR

Listen, I’m going to have to go.

RUBY

What? Who’s going to pilot this

thing?

YOKI

I got it.

BATAAR

You’re in good hands. She’ll show

you the way. Keep her safe okay?

RUBY

How is a little kid going to show

us the way? You brought us here!

Ruby begins to panic.

RUBY

You can’t just leave! You have to

show us what to do next! What are

we--

BATAAR

Hey, fun dip. It’s going to be

okay. You trust me right?

Ruby looks at Bataar, closer than ever...

RUBY

Emerton?...

Bataar smiles.

RUBY

Em! No, wait!

Bataar steps to the doors.

RUBY

Come with us!

Bataar leaves as the doors seal shut.

YOKI

Dad can handle himself. Don’t you

worry...

Ruby begins to tear up.
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RUBY

No... I just found you!

The rocket rises as smoke hides Bataar from view.

INT. CAVERN - LAUNCH PAD - MORNING

The rocket begins rising up. Bataar runs to the other rocket

and holds onto it’s outside shell. It too begins rising.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - MORNING

Idena watches two rockets rise up into the sky.

CLERIC PILOT

Who do we attack?

Idena turns to Flinn. Flinn has his eyes closed. He opens

them to see-

EXT. ROCKET TWO - MORNING

Bataar hanging onto the outside of the rocket -- staring

directly at them.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - MORNING

FLINN

That one.

IDENA

Fire.

Battleship Valkyrie begins firing on the second rocket.

INT. ROCKET - MORNING

Ruby stares out the small port window to see the other

rocket as it gets hit. Bataar jumps off the rocket with

superhuman strength. Aurora lights emit around Bataar as he

soars through the skies.
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EXT. SKY - MORNING

Bataar leaps through the air towards battleship Valkyrie.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - MORNING

Flinn steps back. Bataar crash lands through the glass of

the bridge.

IDENA

Continue to fire at that ship!

Idena steps forwards -- ready to face Bataar.

BATAAR

Idena. Stop this madness now.

IDENA

She’s not going to take Esluna from

me.

Idena makes the first move. Bataar counters her attack

sending a ripple wave of shards of glass. -- Idena blocks.

They continue to battle as shards of glass rain down around

them. Bataar is clearly better than her.

Out from behind, Flinn attacks. -- Bataar manages to hold

his own against the two.

INT. ROCKET - MORNING

RUBY

How do we stop this thing!? We have

to go back!

YOKI

No can do!

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - MORNING

Flinn and Idena keep battling. They can’t seem to land a

blow on Bataar. The Second in Command fire. -- Bataar is

caught off-guard. Idena force punches Bataar into the

ground.

Bataar tries to pick himself up.

BOOM - the second rocket ship blows up from the gunfire.

Idena can’t help but smile for the first time. -- Her smile

is that of insanity.
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IDENA

Looks like you’ve failed, Bataar.

Idena turns to him.

Bataar watches the first rocket as it begins to fade into

the cloud above.

Idena’s smile fades.

IDENA

The other rocket! Fire!

CLERIC PILOT

It’s out of range...

IDENA

Full speed!

CLERIC PILOT

We can’t go above-

Idena takes control. Her eyes show madness as she pushes

full speed into the clouds.

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - MID SPACE - MORNING

The rocket releases it’s bottom half as it glides towards a

towering floating island in the atmosphere.

INT. ROCKET - MORNING

Yoki grabs the controls.

YOKI

Here we go!

Yoki pilots the top half of the rocket towards the island.

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - MID SPACE - MORNING

The rocket glides across the top of the island. The sky is

bright blue but stars can be seen cutting through its

atmosphere. Behind the rocket, Battleship Valkyrie parts the

clouds!
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INT. ROCKET - MORNING

YOKI

Prepare for landing, folks!

Ruby watches out the porthole at the horizon as it changes

direction diving downwards.

BAM!- the entire rockets rumbles!

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - MORNING

The Rocket glides across the ground.

INT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE - BRIDGE - MORNING

Alarms siren off as Idena forces Valkyrie upwards. Frost

crackles across the glass.

CLERIC PILOT

We’re not going to make it!

Idena lets go of the controls and marches towards a beaten

Bataar.

She places her hand on his forehead. Bataar clenches his

teeth before-

BATAAR

AHHHH!!

He yells in pain. Aurora’s of colors flow through Bataar’s

veins and into Idena’s arm.

Idena lifts her hand towards the island. She clasps her hand

as if to grab it. With one swift motion, she whips her hand

back.

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - MID SPACE - MORNING

Battleship Valkyrie suddenly, rapidly, slingshots forward

towards the island.

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - MORNING

Miito, Roko, Yoki and Ruby exit the rocket. Ruby turns to

see the Valkyrie smashing the rocks at it spears through

part of the island. -- The Valkyrie rises up above -- It

begins to descend directly towards them.
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MIITO

Run!

They begin running through the tall grass as Valkyrie slowly

spirals towards them.

ROKO

Must go faster!

The Valkyrie crashes sending up soil and debris. It slides

across the landmass towards them.

The four continue to run as fast they can.

Valkyrie finally slows and comes to a stop.

Ruby stops and turns towards it.

MIITO

Ruby!

Ruby turns to Miito.

MIITO

Your father.

He points to a house... a house that looks just like the

house Ruby grew up in -- covered in moss and plant life.

Ruby turns back to the wreckage of Valkyrie.

RUBY

Emerton...

MIITO

If they have Bataar, our best

chance is bringing your father back

to stop this insanity.

ROKO

I’ll go.

MIITO

Are you crazy?

Roko runs towards the wreck.

YOKI

I’ll go with him.

Ruby grabs Yoki.
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RUBY

I promised your dad that I’d keep

you safe.

MIITO

You better not die on me Roko! You

hear that!

The three begin making their way to the house.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ruby crashes through the front door sending dust up. The

house is falling apart. Rotting wood and damp moss. Miito

and Yoki follow her. She goes immediately down to the

basement.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - DAY

The basement is different. In its center is a large globe of

the world of Esluna. Parts of the globe is lit up in green

and other in orange. Ruby runs to the vault and opens it.

EXT. BATTLESHIP VALKYRIE WRECK - DAY

Flinn’s legs are trapped under the wreckage. Bataar is half

conscious. He tries to pick himself up when Idena forces him

to his feet.

IDENA

Get up.

FLINN

Sis! Wait!

Idena keeps walking away, carrying Bataar.

FLINN

You can’t leave me here! Hey!

Idena!

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - DAY

Idena steps out the wreckage with Bataar as Roko leaps

towards them. Idena dodges his attack and waves her arm at

him. It does nothing. -- Roko smiles.
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ROKO

You’re powerless here.

Roko begins running towards Idena. She drops Bataar and

pulls out her rifle.

-- sharp cut to the next scene.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - DAY

Ruby steps into the vault. There is only one Monolith in the

vault. The ground has opened hatchways to the sky below;

where the other monoliths used to be.

Ruby takes a deep breath in and slowly approaches it.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - NIGHT

Terric stands amongst many monoliths. He steps towards one

specific monolith.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - DAY

Ruby clears the frost off the glass of the monolith. She

looks directly at the face staring back right at her.

She takes a step back...

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - NIGHT

Terric rubs the frost off the monolith.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - DAY

Ruby steps closer to see Terric, old. Much older.

RUBY

Dad?...

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - NIGHT

Terric touches the glass. Ruby is frozen in cryostasis.
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INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - DAY

Miito steps towards Ruby.

RUBY

This is...

Terric is much older. His beard is white.

MIITO

You’ve got to bring him back.

RUBY

Wait... no... How do I get back

home?

MIITO

Ruby. Only you can bring him

back...

RUBY

I want to go home...

Ruby begins to break down.

RUBY

I want to go home...

MIITO

Ruby please...

Miito pushes the console on the monolith. A sequence begins

on a digital screen.

MIITO

Ruby! Snap out of it!

The digital screen presents a question: Where did Teddy come

from?

MIITO

Who the hell is teddy? Ruby,

please! We got to bring him back.

What’s the answer?

RUBY

It’s all been a lie... No! This is

a dream...

YOKI

Ruby?...

Ruby runs out the vault.
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MIITO

Ruby!

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Ruby runs out from the basement and towards the front door.

EXT. RUBY’S HOME - DAY

Ruby exits her house onto her front porch. She holds onto

the railing of her front steps. Everything is spinning.

Miito steps out behind her.

MIITO

Ruby!

Ruby is on her knees. Ruby looks up into the sunlight as the

dust from the wreckage blows across the field. Through the

dust, a figure moving towards her. He’s silhouette is that

of Zan.

RUBY

Uncle Zan... We can’t go back...

The figure kneels down towards her; Bataar, injured.

BATAAR

Ruby, there’s no time. We have to

go.

RUBY

Em...

Bataar picks her up.

BATAAR

Yoki! We have to go!

Bataar carries Ruby. Behind them, a frizzled haired Idena.

Miito pulls out his hand canon.

MIITO

Go! I’ll hold her back.

BATAAR

Yoki, lead the way.

Yoki runs into the golden tall grass. Bataar follows with

Ruby in his arms.

Ruby watches Miito face-down Idena.
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Idena marches towards Miito through the dust.

MIITO

You have no power here.

The dust fades to reveal Idena holding a rifle. She fires.

Miito goes flying back.

RUBY

Miito!

Idena looks to the three as they disappear through the tall

grass.

She fires at them but they’re gone.

Idena turns her attention to the house.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BASEMENT - VAULT - DAY

Idena looks upon Terric’s Monolith. She grabs a hold of it

and pulls the eject lever next to it. -- A large metal iris

opens below the Monolith. -- Hydrolic hinges that hold the

monolith release.

The Monolith drops down to the sky below with Idena on it.

She sways the Monolith and begins to glide on it like a

surfboard.

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - CLIFF - DAY

Bataar places Ruby down.

YOKI

Dad?

BATAAR

I think we’ve lost her.

Boom. A super sonic sound is heard in the distance. Bataar

steps towards the cliff’s edge to see Terric’s Monolith

gliding down with Idena on it.

EXT. SKY - DAY

Idena passes by the large vents of the floating island --

the vents emit colors of the aurora. She breaths in the

colored gas. -- Idena lifts her hands and begins controlling

Monolith as she glides down. She has her powers back.
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EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - CLIFF - DAY

BATAAR

She has Terric.

YOKI

Look!

Yoki points to the other side of the island. Roko waves as

he carries an injured Flinn around his shoulders.

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - CLIFF - NIGHT

A campfire burns. Flinn, Roko, Yoki, and Bataar sit by the

fire. Ruby lies in the corner.

BATAAR

Idena was able to use my power to

pull her battleship through the

atmosphere.

YOKI

How?

FLINN

She taps into your blood by

contact.

BATAAR

Now that she has Terric, she can

use the full potential the power.

Ruby stands up.

RUBY

We have to find her.

YOKI

How are we gonna do that?

FLINN

I can teach you how.

Bataar looks to Flinn.

FLINN

This power. It connects us to our

surroundings. We can feel the

emotions of anyone we focus on,

their thoughts, their essence.

Ruby, I can teach you how to find

your father.
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YOKI

And we’re gonna trust him? Your

sister just tried to kill us!

BATAAR

It is our only option at this

point.

RUBY

Why didn’t you tell me?

Bataar turns to Ruby.

RUBY

You should have told me.

BATAAR

I remember -- the knowledge of

knowing that I could never go back

home... I was alone. My father had

been long gone. I was hoping that

your father could explain to you. I

was hoping it would be easier.

Having family there for you...

RUBY

You are family, Emerton!

(beat)

Bataar looks to the fire.

RUBY

It’s good to have you back.

Bataar looks to Ruby.

BATAAR

You too, fun dip.

Bataar smirks at her.

Roko looks out as dawn comes.

ROKO

’Nough talkin’. We gonna get this

tyrant or not?
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EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - CLIFF - SUNRISE

Bataar stands ready by the cliff. He looks to Ruby, Yoki,

Flinn and Roko.

BATAAR

Remember. Focus.

RUBY

I got this.

Ruby takes a deep breath in, then out. Roko climbs onto

Bataar’s back.

YOKI

Lets do it!

Yoki jumps off the cliff.

RUBY

That’s your daughter, alright.

BATAAR

Don’t get me started.

Bataar leaps off the cliff with Roko.

FLINN

See you down there.

Flinn leaps.

RUBY

Here goes nothing!

Ruby takes a running start and jump!

EXT. SKY - EARLY MORNING

Ruby tumbles through the clouds. She sees the floating

fortress as it’s surrounded by an Aurora of lights.

RUBY

Ahh!

Ruby begins to gain balance. She looks down seeing the four

glide swiftly in control.

Ruby raises her arms.

RUBY

You can do this. You can do this.
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Ruby moves her arms around as she free falls. She begins to

glide.

RUBY

Ah-hooo!

Ruby glides closer to the ground. She dodges by tall rocks

just barely touching them.

RUBY

Ahhahahaha

EXT. BEACH - EARLY MORNING

The four land gracefully on the soft sand of a tropical

beach. Ruby comes in for her landing and crashes into the

sand.

YOKI

Ruby!

Bataar goes running over to ruby. The sand blows away to

reveal Ruby lying there laughing.

RUBY

Hahahaha. That was fun.

ROKO

Let’s get going already.

BATAAR

If we’re going to do this, you’re

going to need to learn how to

control those abilities.

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - DAY

Airship Kibia sits in the grassy field. Bo brings a tray of

food to the ship.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - CABIN - DAY

The crew says their farewells. Yoki hugs Bo.

YOKI

I’ll miss ya, old timer.

BATAAR

You’re not going anywhere.
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YOKI

No, not again.

BATAAR

I’m afraid so.

BO

She’s your daughter. Her powers far

exceeds that of Idena. Take her

with you.

Bataar looks at Yoki. Yoki claps her hands together to beg.

BATAAR

Fine. But you’re to do as I say.

Yoki salutes Bataar.

EXT. TEMPLE OF THE WINDS - DAY

Airship Kibia takes off.

-MONTAGE-

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Flinn sits cross legged opposite Ruby. Yoki grabs the tray.

FLINN

Calm your breathing. Ignore

everything around you.

ROKO

Easy for you to say.

Bataar places his hand on Roko’s shoulder. Roko shoves it

off and goes to the cabin.

FLINN

Breath in, and out.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - CABIN - DAY

Little Yoki is piloting the ship.

YOKI

Want your ship back?

Roko just sits in silence and stares out the window.
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EXT. TROPICAL BEACH - DAY

Airship Kibia lands on a beach a distance away from the

Temple of the Winds. The large floating landmass of an

island can be seen hovering above.

EXT. COVE - DAY

Ruby is in stance with Yoki in front of a couple of coconut

trees.

YOKI

And pull.

Yoki pulls her arms back and a coconut drops to the ground.

Ruby lifts her arms.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

FLINN

Now focus on your father. Imagine

his presence.

Ruby struggles.

RUBY

I can’t... I can’t even picture his

face.

FLINN

You’re focusing on the details.

Focus on the feeling. Try to

remember a moment between you and

your dad. The rest will come.

Faint images:

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Terric in shadow, features not seen, sits by Ruby’s bed with

a flashlight. He tells her stories motioning with her Teddy

bear.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

RUBY

Miito...
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FLINN

Focus.

Ruby strains.

EXT. TROPICAL BEACH - EARLY MORNING

Ruby and Bataar face the large island in the sky.

BATAAR

Our abilities are far stronger than

that of Flinn or Idena. We are able

to do a lot more.

Bataar focuses on the island. With a pull, he begins to move

the large landmass.

Ruby is in awe.

BATAAR

Your turn.

Ruby focuses. The island moves slightly. Ruby gets excited.

BATAAR

Yoki!

Ruby turns to see Yoki pulling on the island. -- Her excited

fades fast.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Ruby is in deep meditation.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - BEDROOM - NIGHT

Terric tucks her into bed. Terric’s face comes into focus

out of the shadows. A gentle smile.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

RUBY

Dad...

Ruby begins to tear up.

FLINN

Keep that feeling. His essence.

Ruby keeps focus.
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EXT. LUDEN - DAY

Tall spires of a kingdom reach high. A castle in its center.

Royalty.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Ruby snaps out of it.

RUBY

I know where he is.

EXT. COVE - DAY

RUBY

(narration)

I know how it all works... How we

are able to connect with another.

Ruby pulls a coconut down from the tree.

EXT. TROPICAL BEACH - EARLY MORNING

RUBY

(narration)

The fortress in the sky emits a

gas... The gas is made up of tiny

micro orbs... the very same my

father was building.

Ruby pulls the island in the sky.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Ruby continues her dialogue.

RUBY

It only reacts to our bloodline...

Which makes Idena...

Ruby looks to Flinn.

RUBY

Flinn...

BATAAR

Family.
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FLINN

In your vision, what did you see?

RUBY

Spires... Like a castle...

FLINN

The kingdom of Luden. That’s where

Idena has taken your father.

BATAAR

Yoki.

YOKI

On it!

EXT. SKY - DAY

Airship Kibia changes direction and flies past camera.

INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

BATAAR

The palace will be heavily

fortified with Clerics.

ROKO

We’ll be ready.

Roko throws down a bag filled with his weapons; blasters,

grenades, etc.

INT. LUDEN - PALACE - DAY

Idena stands before a healing pod. -- Tubes and wires are

keeping an extremely old man alive, King Thadeus.

IDENA

Soon, father. Soon I will show you.

Show you all.

Idena steps towards Terric’ss Monolith. She pulls open a

panel from its side -- revealing its circuitry, wires and

bolts. Idena grabs the wires.

In the monolith, beneath a frozen Terric’s skin, light

illuminates from his veins.

The wires and machinery begin to come alive around Idena’s

hand. They crawl their way up her arm. Idena opens her eyes

-- they begin to glow.
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INT. AIRSHIP KIBIA - DAY

Roko prepares his blasters. Ruby sits next to him.

RUBY

Hey.

ROKO

Don’t have something to do. Like

practice at getting better with

those abilities of yours?

Ruby looks down to the bent screwdriver in Roko’s case.

RUBY

I miss him too. We all do.

Ruby steps away. Roko grips his blaster and closes his eyes.

EXT. LUDEN - AFTERNOON

Airship Kibia reaches Luden. The ship lands in a courtyard

and the crew gets out.

BATAAR

Yoki. You know what to do.

YOKI

I’ve been on it since we left!

BATAAR

Let’s go.

EXT. LUDEN - PALACE WALKWAY - AFTERNOON

Roko marches forward, determined, focused. Bataar and Ruby

follow behind with Flinn watching their backs.

The citizens hide; closing blinds, mothers taking in their

children.

BATAAR

It’s quiet.

FLINN

She wants to show off.

RUBY

Show off?
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FLINN

The king... Our father. She wants

to prove to him she’s worthy. She

wants to defeat you in front of his

eyes. She wants you to come to her.

RUBY

Her mistake.

INT. LUDEN - PALACE - AFTERNOON

They enter the palace. Ruby spots Terric’s Monolith.

RUBY

Dad!

Wires crawl from the Monolith upwards to -- a floating

Idena. Her entire body is covered in wires and bolts. They

squirm, alive.

IDENA

I knew you’d come.

The group looks up above. Roko fires his blaster, Idena

deflects the blasts without even raising her arm. She glides

down.

IDENA

You really think those toys can

stop me? I have the power of a god.

FLINN

Idena, you don’t have to prove

yourself to anyone!

IDENA

Traitor! You betray your own

family?

FLINN

Family? Look at what you’ve done to

father! You’re keeping him alive on

machines just to watch this

madness!

IDENA

Father always thought you the

worthy one. But now he gets to

watch!

Idena lifts her hands sending Flinn flying against the wall.

With a twist of her other hand, rocks from the wall are

removed -- they shoot towards Ruby and Bataar.
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Ruby dodges. Bataar lifts his and and crumbles the rocks a

clasp of his fist before it reaches him.

Ruby attempts an attack as Roko fires his blasters at her.

Idena quickly dispatches Roko and blocks Ruby from a wave of

attacks. From the side, Bataar lunges but is quickly thrown

aside. She’s too powerful.

Idena turns to her father breathing through tubes...

lifeless.

IDENA

See father! Am I worthy now?

Ruby, on the ground, turns to Bataar.

RUBY

What’s taking Yoki so long?

BATAAR

We just need to buy her a bit more

time!

Veins in Idena’s face begins to darken. Idena feels it, it’s

overwhelming. She grabs her face. The wires and machinery

begin to crawl up her neck.

IDENA

Argh!

FLINN

Idena, it’s too much. You’ve got to

stop! You’re not in control...

IDENA

I’m more in control than I ever

was!

Idena throws another wave towards Flinn. He attempts to

block it but it’s too strong -- the wave sends him flying

back.

RUBY

Try stopping this!

Ruby rapid attacks Idena sending rocks towards her. She

blocks each one.

Finally one hits her. Idena stumbles to the ground. The dark

veins get worse. She screams in agony!

IDENA

Ahhh!
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Bataar, Ruby and Flinn stand facing her. She slowly rises as

her contorted body is overtaken by wires.

IDENA

Ruby... Help...

Idena’s face is slowly consumed by wires and machinery.

Behind her, a shadow looms over through the windows...

RUBY

Bataar...

FLINN

Attack her! Now!

BATAAR

Not yet --

Flinn flies towards her with all his might -- BOOOM -- He

flies back with the same force he attacked with.

Through the windows, a giant land mass is moving overhead --

cutting all light. The fortress.

Idena’s face of wires begins to form a familiar shape --

Terric.

A horrifying Terric looks to his mechanical hands then

slowly back at the monolith. He levitates towards it and

stares directly into his human face.

TERRIC

I’m... alive.

RUBY

Dad?

Terric turns to his daughter -- the wires pulsating across

his face.

TERRIC

Ruby... You don’t know how much

I’ve missed you...

RUBY

Dad... Stop this!

Terric’s face contorts as Idena tries to break through. --

Idena’s face passes through the mess of wires.
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IDENA

Ruby... Please help... me...

Her face disappears once again.

RUBY

Dad! Stop! You’re killing her!

TERRIC

The weak must be eradicated.

Terric looks to his hands -- the wires pulsating like muscle

tendons through his fingers.

TERRIC

This is the future. I have the

ultimate control. Control over

life.

Terric looks to his body in the Monolith.

TERRIC

My frail human form is no longer of

any use.

Terric lifts his hand towards the Monolith. He crushes it in

its place.

RUBY

No!

Ruby falls to her knees.

TERRIC

Ruby. I’m still here... We can live

forever. As gods.

RUBY

Dad! Don’t see what you’ve done...

What you’re doing?

Terric glides down towards them.

BATAAR

Terric! Please stop. Idena’s dying!

TERRIC

What I’ve done, was create a

perfect world. A world for you,

Ruby.

Ruby shakes her head.
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TERRIC

A world free of war, violence. We

are gods here.

RUBY

I didn’t ask for any of this.

TERRIC

Ruby, come.

Terric opens his arms. Ruby steps back.

TERRIC

Ruby, it’s me... Your father.

RUBY

You are not my father.

Terric stops in his tracks. (beat)

TERRIC

Ruby... Please... I did this for

you. Isn’t this what you wanted.

RUBY

No. All I wanted was my father. But

he left a long time ago. He locked

himself in a basement.

The pillars around Terric crush in on themselves.

TERRIC

I sacrificed! For you! I did it all

for you! Ruby... This is Esluna!

The floating fortress can be seen through the windows of the

palace.

BATAAR

Ruby...

Ruby stands up to Terric.

TERRIC

You are far more weaker than I

remember. You’ve spent too long

with them.

RUBY

They are my friends.
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TERRIC

You will see. I will show you!

Terric lifts his hand to grab Ruby -- But nothing happens...

Terric turns behind him, -- the floating fortress.

The wires on Terric’s face begins to rupture sending black

oily fluid out.

TERRIC

No...!?

EXT. LUDEN - EVENING

BIRDS EYE VIEW: The entire floating Fortress of the Forsaken

is pulled over top the city.

Yoki is on the ground moving the island into place.

INT. LUDEN - PALACE - EVENING

Terric falls to the ground. Oil spilling out everywhere.

TERRIC

Ruby! What... Have... you done?...

RUBY

I’m going to fix things.

Terric yells --

TERRIC

Arghh!!!

A wave of debris and dust explodes from his body.

The dust fills the screen.

The dust settles. Bataar shakes Ruby awake. She gets up.

RUBY

I’m okay.

Bataar goes over to Flinn. Ruby steps towards Idena’s body

as it lies in wires and black oil.

She turns her over, she’s back to normal.

RUBY

You’re okay.

Idena looks to her father. She begins to cry.
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IDENA

I failed him...

Ruby looks to her fathers crushed monolith.

RUBY

Maybe... They failed us.

Idena looks to Ruby.

EXT. LUDEN - AFTERNOON

The people of the town step onto the streets to stare at the

marvel that is the floating fortress above them.

Ruby and Bataar walk on the streets.

BATAAR

What now?

RUBY

I was counting on dad to fix this

place...

BATAAR

You’re their god now.

RUBY

No. Not a god. Just someone trying

to help.

-The end-

-after credits-

EXT. FORTRESS OF THE FORSAKEN - TRAVELING - SUNSET

Miito’s body lies on the grass, wires spilled from his

chest. A hand picks him up.

INT. RUBY’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - SUNSET

The unknown figure fixes Miito. Miito begins to activate...

MIITO

Ruby!... Where am I... Zan?...

ZAN

Hello, Miito.

An old Zan smiles.
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-THE END-


